Why choose Wintercorn as your technology partner?

We specialise in Joomla! and WordPress - and have done since 2006.
We know them both inside out and offer a comprehensive range of consulting services including
design, upgrades, custom coding, training, business consultancy and secure managed hosting.

Advice Based On Experience
The Wintercorn team have over 20 years of technology experience from business analysis, coding,
designing, building e-commerce systems and consulting for some of the sectors leading brands. We
know what works, what will not work and how to get the best from technology to achieve your
objectives.
We don't use the latest technologies just because they are trendy. We will determine what best
suits your business based on in-depth discussions with you.
We will always give you hard, honest advice - even if you don't like what we have to say.

Full Service Agency
Some agencies dabble, some do everything. We specialise in everything Joomla! And WordPress.
We can fulfill every stage of your project from initial systems and business analysis to ongoing
consulting, design to project launch with regular training and support if required. Sometimes we
work with other agencies to bring a project to fruition quickly and sometimes we just need a niche
skill from a subject matter expert.
Either way, you know that Wintercorn can deliver your project to your specifications, budget and
timeframe.

Specialists In Joomla! and WordPress
Wintercorn have been working with Joomla! and WordPress since 2006. As we specialise in this
these content management systems and work with them every day, we are able to keep our
knowledge and skills right up to date.
We've built more than 150 Joomla! and WordPress sites for commercial clients, individuals and
even other agencies. We currently manage dozens sites around the world and we are often called
in to solve other agencies problems with their client sites.
The more we work with Joomla! and WordPress, the more we learn. Each client brings us a unique
set of problems to solve and we use this incremental knowledge for the benefit of all clients.

Innovative Managed Hosting
Not everyone can afford their own dedicated server and shared hosting can be a prime attack
vector for hackers as they often host hundreds of poorly secured sites.
Based on our 10+ years of experience with hundreds of Open Source sites we have custom built a
clean server environment which is optimised for security and performance and is only used for
hosting our clients managed sites after they have passed our initial security audit and continue to
pass our ongoing audits.
We don't bother with petty disk space or bandwidth restrictions and each managed site comes
with at least 30 minutes of 'any-use' ticketed support so you can get on with your business and let
Wintercorn manage your site.
We offer a selection of plans to suit your sites requirements and we can build a managed hosting
plan to fit around your specific needs.

What next?
Talk to us about your web project and we'll prepare a detailed proposal including time-frames,
training and ongoing support.

